
STEP 45

the walls, the spherical vaults of the combustion chambers, 

the exhaust and inlet pipes and the injector sleeves, 

removing the heat from them; the water levelling out 

the temperature throughout the unit head.

From the unit heads, the water passes through pipes 

into the right- and left-hand radiators. Flowing through 

the radiator tubes, it is cooled by the air that lows through 

the radiators and re-enters the water pump.

T
he fan consists of a disk, to which are riveted thirty 

blades. The cooling system is illed with water 

(or other coolant) through a supply tee. Water lows 

from the radiators through tubes to a water pump 

that feeds it through two pipes into the right- and left-

hand jackets of the cylinders. Water washes the cylinder 

liners and through channels connecting the cavities of 

the jackets. It passes into the unit head, where it washes 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
A centrifugal fan serves to create a flow of cooling air through the radiators.  
The fan is bolted to the engine flywheel.

On T-34-85 tanks that 
underwent post-war 
modernisation,  
the heating system was 
permanently connected  
to the engine cooling 
system.
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045A

045C

045B

045B

045E

045D

045A

045A

045B

045B

045B

045C

045C

1
Push the fan impeller (045B) irmly on to the three 

pins around the inner rim of the centrifugal cooling 

fan (045A).

2
Push the pins on the inside of the central hub (045C) 

irmly into the two sockets on the inside of the fan 

impeller (045B).

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

045A Centrifugal cooling fan 1

045B Fan impeller 1

045C Central hub 1

045D Outer hub 1

045E Mounting bracket 1

045B

044A

045E

044A

044A

044A

045D

045D

045E

3
Slide the assembled fan and hub on to the spindle of 

the engine base lower (044A), ensuring that the rib 

on the spindle its into the notched socket of the fan 

impeller (045B).

5
Slide the mounting 

bracket (045E) on to 

spindle of the engine 

base lower (044A), ensuring 

that the rib on the spindle its 

into the notched socket of 

the bracket. Note: The bracket 

will be ixed in a later stage, 

so ensure it does not fall of – 

or you may prefer to store it 

separately for now.

4
Slide the outer 

hub (045D) on 

to spindle of the 

engine base lower (044A), 

ensuring that the rib on 

the spindle its into the 

notched socket of the 

hub, and that the two pins 

around the inner rim of 

the hub it into the two 

sockets in the fan impeller 

(045B).



STEP 46

The boiler was bolted to 
the side of the tank.

T
he heating system consisted of a nozzle heater, 

radiators for heating oil in the right- and left-

hand oil tanks, pipes and electrical equipment. 

The heater served to warm up the coolant in the 

cooling system and part of the oil in the oil tanks. It was 

installed in the combat compartment near the port side of 

the tank and comprised a boiler and mechanisms ensuring 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
During the post-war modernisation of T-34-85 tanks, the modified engines received 
the designations V-34-M11 or V-2-34M. These engines were equipped with a heating 
system permanently connected to the cooling system.

1

the supply, atomisation and combustion of the fuel (a fuel 

pump, fan, injectors and glow plugs), a water pump and 

reducer with manual and electric actuators.

The boiler had double walls and the cavity between 

them formed a water jacket in which the coolant was 

heated. The upper and lower cavities of the water jacket 

were connected by means of four coils and three tubes.
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2
This is how the engine 

compartment rear bulkhead looks 

when this stage is completed.

The next stages continue to assemble 

the V-2 engine of the T-34-85.

046A

046A

045A

046A

1
Slide the engine compartment rear bulkhead (046A) 

behind the centrifugal cooling fan (045A). Fit it to the 

ends of the left intake manifold (037C) and the right 

intake manifold (038C) with a KP screw into each.

KP

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

046A Engine compartment rear bulkhead 1

KP 2.0 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spares

KP KP

037C

038C



were protected by armoured hoods, attached to the stern 

plate of the hull by armour-headed bolts. In order to keep 

the exhaust pipes in place, each was welded to a special 

bracket attached to the stern plate of the hull by two bolts. 

On the T-34-85 tanks that underwent the post-war 

modernisation, ejectors were itted to the exhaust pipes 

for removing dust from the irst stage dust collectors of 

the air cleaners.

E
xhaust pipes are designed for venting the engine 

exhaust gases. From the exhaust manifold, 

the engine gases of the T-34 were voided through 

twin nozzles and pipes. The nozzles were attached 

to the engine exhaust manifolds with langes separated by 

iron-asbestos gaskets, tightened by six bolts. The nozzles 

carried the exhaust pipes that passed through the apertures 

in the stern armour plate of the hull. The joint was sealed 

with an asbestos cord compressed by a clamp. The apertures 

STEP 47
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The exhaust system vents exhaust gases from the engine cylinders. Combustion 
products are discharged from the cylinders through the open outlet valves.

1

Mulers were absent from 
the V-2 diesel exhaust 
system, and the noise of 
the engine often betrayed 
the tank’s position. After 
dark, tongues of lame 
from the exhaust pipe 
compounded the engine’s 
roar.
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When the upper hull is 

itted, the exhaust pipes 

will align with the outer 

exhausts and shrouds.

This photograph shows 

where the exhaust pipes will 

be itted in a later stage.

047B

047A

047C

047D

047A

047B

047B

047D

047D

047C

1
Fit the exhaust pipe left inner (047A) to the exhaust 

pipe left outer (047B) and ix with two BP screws.  

Note: The left inner and outer parts are marked ‘L’  

on the inside.

2
Fit the exhaust pipe right inner (047C) to 

the exhaust pipe right outer (047D) and ix with 

two BP screws. Note: The right inner and outer parts 

are marked ‘R’ on the inside.

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

047A Exhaust pipe left inner 1

047B Exhaust pipe left outer 1

047C Exhaust pipe right inner 1

047D Exhaust pipe right outer 1

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 4 + 1*

BP

* includes spares

BP

BP

BP

BP



STEP 48

the cylinders without pulling them out of the tank. A tap-

reducer served to regulate the pressure of the air reaching 

the engine cylinders. It was mounted in the driver’s 

compartment to the left of the driver’s seat.

A manometer showed the air pressure in the cylinders 

when the valves were open.

The air distributor distributed the compressed air 

to the cylinders when the engine was started. The air 

distributor was attached to the body of the fuel pump 

drive unit in the front section of the engine.

T
he air starting system consisted of two cylinders of 

compressed air, a reduction valve, pressure gauge, air 

distributor to cylinders, pipes from the air distributor 

to cylinders and 12 outlet valves.

The compressed air cylinders were located in the driver’s 

compartment, mounted on brackets. The capacity of 

each cylinder was ten litres, with the air pressure in each 

fully charged cylinder 150 kgf/cm2. Both cylinders were 

connected by a pipe with a tap-reducer and were itted 

with shut-of valves. As the air moved from the cylinder 

to the tap-reducer, a tee was provided for topping up 
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1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
There were two means of starting the engine: the principal means, using an electric 
switch, and a reserve compressed air system should the former break down.

Both starting methods – 
electric switch and 
compressed air – 
operated independently 
of each other.
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047D

046A

047B

048B048D

048C

048B 048D

037B

048A

3
Fit the air ilter outer left (048A) to the air ilter inner 

left (048B) and ix with two GP screws. Then it 

the air ilter outer right (048C) to the air ilter inner 

right (048D) and ix with two GP screws. 

5
Fit the assembly from step 4 to the engine 

compartment rear bulkhead (046A). The two tabs on 

each air ilter must engage with the corresponding 

slots in the bulkhead. Fix with two KP screws at the lower 

corners. Ensure that the exhaust pipes it on to the manifolds 

(037B and 038B). Then ix the bulkhead to the air pipe with 

a GP screw at the centre top.

4
Take the assembled exhaust pipe left (047A and 047B) 

from the previous stage and it it to the notched 

post on the air ilter inner left (048B). Fix with one BP 

screw. Fit the assembled exhaust pipe right (047C and 047D) 

to the air ilter inner right (048D). Fix with one BP screw. 

BP

GP

GP

GP

GP

GP

BP

KPKP

048F

048E

048A
048B 048D

048C

048F

048F

048E

048E

048E

048D

048D

048B

048B

1
Fit the air pipe lower cover (048F) to the air pipe upper 

cover (048E) and ix with two BP screws.

2
Fit the air pipe upper cover (048E) to the round end of 

the air ilter inner left (048B), ensuring that the screw 

post aligns with the larger socket and the pin its into 

the smaller socket. Fix with one KP screw. Repeat for the air 

ilter inner right (048D) and ix with one KP screw.

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

048A Air ilter outer left 1

048B Air ilter inner left 1

048C Air ilter outer right 1

048D Air ilter inner right 1

048E Air pipe upper cover 1

048F Air pipe lower cover 1

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 4 + 1*

GP 2.3 × 4mm screw 5 + 1*

KP 2.0 × 4mm screw 4 + 1*

BP

GP

KP

* includes spares

BP
BP

KP

KP


